With warmer weather and more sun, plants and animals are springing into action. As you walk around the zoo today, look for these signs of spring.

**MOSS IS GROWING**
- Find moss growing on rocks
- Find moss growing on trees
- Find moss growing on part of an animal habitat

**FLOWERS ARE BLOOMING**
- Find yellow or orange blooms
- Find pink or red blooms
- Find blue or purple blooms

**WATER IS FLOWING**
- Find waterfalls inside at least two animal habitats
- Find a stream in an exhibit
- Find a pond or pool in at least two animal habitats

**GREEN IS EMERGING**
- Find new green leaves budding on a tree or bush
- Find new green plants emerging from the ground

**BIRDS ARE SINGING**
- Listen for birds singing, chirping or calling
- Try to see a bird singing, chirping or calling

**SMELLS ARE WAFTING**
- Notice some pleasant smells around the zoo
- Notice some not so pleasant smells

**BONUS**
- If it is a sunny day, find animals basking in the sun